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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF AILERONS AND COMBINATIONS OF 
SPOILER-SLOT-DEFLECTOR ARRANGEMENTS ON SPIN 
RECOVERY OF SWEPTBACK-WING MODEL HAVING 
MASS DISTRIBUTED ALONG THE FUSELAGE 
By Frederick M. Healy and Walter J. Klinar 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been made in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning 
tunnel to determine the effect of lateral-control systems employing 
various combinations of spOilers, slots, and deflectors as compared with 
ailerons on the spin-recovery characteristics of a model of a 350 swept-
wing fighter loaded heavily along the fuselage. 
The results of the investigation indicated that ailerons were favor-
able for recovery when they were deflected full with the spin. A spoiler-
slot-deflector arrangement for lateral control at 70 percent of the wing 
chord was effective in assisting the recovery when it was deflected 
against the spin, but a similar arrangement at 50-percent chord was 
ineffective. Upper-surface spoilers alone or in combination with a slot 
offered little assistance in terminating the spins. 
INTRODUCTION 
Results of the model tests in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning 
tunnel have indicated that i n many cases t he recovery from spins of 
high-speed swept-wing airplanes having mass distributed primarily along 
the fuselage is dependent on the application of a rolling moment in the 
direction of the spin (ref. 1). Conventional trailing-edge ailerons 
positioned on the outboard portion of the wing have generally proved 
adequate in providing the required rolling moment at spinning attitudes 
for the termination of the spin; however, the use of spoiler-slot-
deflector lateral controls for high-speed airplanes has recently been 
proposed. Static force tests on typical controls of this type are 
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discussed in references 2 and 3. As the effect of spoilers, slots, 
and deflectors in spins had not been previously studied, an investiga-
tion was undertaken in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel to 
determine the relative effectiveness in terminating spins of conven-
tional ailerons and several flap-type spoiler and deflector arrange-
ments with and without wing slots. The results of the investigation 
are presented herein. The model used for the investigation had a 
350 sweptback wing and was representative of current fighter designs 
except that the nose was shortened to provide for relatively steady 
spins (ref. 1) and consistent recoveries so that the effect of the 
ailerons and the various spoiler-deflector arrangements would be more 
readily observable. The controls located at two different positions 
were investigated and the results were compared with those of conven-
tional outboard ailerons. 
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SYMBOLS 
wing span, ft 
wing chord at any station along span, ft 
mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
mass of airplane, slugs 
wing area, sq ft 
ratio of distance from center of gravity rearward of 
mean-aerodynamic-chord leading edge to mean aerodynamic 
chord 
ratio of distance between center of gravity and fuselage 
reference line and mean aerodynamic chord (positive 
when center of gravity is below reference line) 
moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, respec-
tively, slug-ft2 
inertia yawing-moment parameter 
inertia rolling-moment parameter 
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inertia pitching-moment parameter 
air density, slugs/cu ft 
relat ive density of airplane, m/pSb 
angle between fuselage reference line and vertical axis 
(approximately equal to t he true angle of a t tack at 
plane of symmetry), deg 
angle between span ' axis and horizontal axis, deg 
full-scale true rate of descent, ft/sec 
full-scale angular velocity about spin axis, rps 
APPARATUS AND METHODS 
Model 
The model used for the investigation was constructed principally 
of balsa and the spoilers and the deflectors were made of thin sheet 
aluminum. The model was considered a 1/24-scale model of a current 
swept -wing fight er airplane. A three-view drawing of the model t ested 
is shown in figure 1. De t ails of the two arbitrarily chosen spoiler 
and deflector configurations A and B are shown in figures 2 and 3. As 
is indicat ed in figures 2 and 3, t he spoiler was a flap type of upper-
surface cont rol hinged at its leading edge, whereas t he deflec t or was 
a flap type of lower-surface control hinged at its trailing edge . The 
dimensional charac t eris t ics of the assumed full-scale airplane are 
presented in t able I. 
The model was ballas t ed to obt ain dynamic similari t y to an airplane 
a t an alt itude of 15,000 feet (p = 0.001496 slug/cu ft). A remot e-
control mechanism was installed in the model to actuate the controls for 
the recovery att empts. Sufficient torque was exerted on t he controls 
for the recovery attempts to deflect the cont rols fully and rapidly. 
WlND TUNNEL AND TESTING TECHNIQUE 
The tes t s were performed in the Langley 20-foot free-sp i nning 
t unnel, t he operat ion of which is, in general, similar t o t hat described 
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in reference 4 for the Langley 15-foot free-spinning tunnel, except 
that the model launching technique has been changed. The present 
models are launched by hand into the vertically rising airstream with 
the controls set in the desired position. The airspeed is adjusted 
until the upward force of the air balances the weight of the model and, 
after a number of turns in t he established spin, recovery is attempted 
by movement of the controls. After recovery or after the test is 
completed, the model dives or is lowered into a safety net. The model 
is retrieved, the controls reset t o the desired positions, and the next 
spin is made. A photograph of the model in a spin is shown in figure 4. 
The spin data presented were converted to corresponding full-scale 
values by the methods described in reference 4. As previously indicated, 
the spin of the unmodified model was in many cases violently oscillatory 
so that inconsistent recoveries that would obscure the effect of t he 
controls were obtained; and therefore, the model was altered to obtain 
a less oscillatory spin and fairly consistent recoveries. The turns for 
recovery were measured from the time the controls were moved to the t ime 
the spin rotation ceased. For the spins which had a rate of descent in 
excess of that which can be attained readily in the tunnel, the rate of 
descent was recorded as greater than the tunnel airspeed at the time the 
model hit the safety net, for example, >326 fps. For these tests, t he 
recovery was attempted before the model reached its final attitude and 
while the model was still descending in the tunnel. Such results are 
conservative; that is, the recoveries will not be as fast as those 
obtained when the model is in the final steeper attitude. For recovery 
attempts in which the model struck the safety net while it was s t ill in 
a spin, the recovery was recorded as greater than the number of turns 
from the time the controls were moved to the time the model struck the 
net, for example, >3. A >3-turn recovery, however, does not necessarily 
indicate an improvement over a >7-turn recovery. For recovery attempts 
in which the model did not recover after 10 turns, the recovery was 
recorded as 00. When the model recovered without the control movement 
with the rudder set with the spin, the result was recorded as "no spin." 
In some cases steady-spin data were omitted on the charts because the 
spins were either too oscillatory or had too high a rate of descent to 
permit obtaining the data. 
The spin-tunnel tests reported herein were made to determine the 
spin and recovery characteristics of the model at the normal spinning 
control configuration (elevator full up, lateral controls neutral, and 
rudder full with the spin) and with t he lateral controls deflected full 
with and full against the spin. For the present tests, recovery was 
generally attempted by rudder neutralization. (Normally, recoveries 
are attempted by full rudder reversal, but in this instance, rudder 
neutralization was utilized i n order to accentuate the effect of lateral-
control positioning on recoveries.) A few recovery a t tempts were also 
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made by simultaneous rudder neutralization and movement of the spoiler-
slot-deflector controls to full against the spin. Recoveries were 
considered satisfactory if the recovery occurred within ~ turns or less 
after the control was moved. This number has been established on the 
basis of a correlation of available full-scale airplane spin-recovery 
data and the corresponding model test results. 
PRECISION 
The accuracy of measurement of the model spin data is believed to 
be within the following limits: 
0." deg . . 
¢, deg . . 
V, percent. 
n, percent . 
Turns for recovery: 
Obtained from film 
Obtained by visual observation 
In the case of spins in which it was difficult to control the model 
in the tunnel because of the high rate of descent or because of the 
wandering or oscillatory nature of the spin, the values presented do not 
necessarily represent the full range of variations because of the limi-
tations of the methods of measurement. 
Comparison of the models and the full-scale results (ref. 5) indi-
cates that the model tests satisfactorily predicted full-scale recovery 
characteristics approximately 90 percent of the time. For the remaining 
10 percent, about half the model results were optimistic and half were 
pessimistic; these results, however, were of value in predicting some 
of the details of the full-scale spins and recoveries. When the model 
spin was at an angle of attack less than 450 , the airplane spin was 
generally at a larger angle of attaCk; whereas, when the model spin was 
at an angle of attack greater than 450 , the airplane spin was generally 
at a smaller angle of attack than that indicated by the model - that is, 
the airplane tended to spin at an angle of attack closer to 450 than did 
the corresponding model. The model generally spun with a lower altitude 
loss per revolution than that of the corresponding airplane. The higher 
rate of descent of the airplane or the model, however, was generally 
associated with the smaller angle of attack; that is, when an airplane 
spun at a smaller angle of attack, it generally had a higher rate of 
descent than the corresponding model, and when the model spun at a 
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smaller angle of attack, the model had the higher rate of descent. The 
model generally spun with more outward sideslip than did the corre-
sponding airplane. 
Because it is impractical to ballast 
of inadvertent damage to the model during 
and mass distribution of the model varied 
table II within the following limits: 
Weight, percent ..... 
Center-of-gravity location, percent c . 
Moments of inertia: 
IX' percent 
Iy, percent 
IZ' percent 
the model exactly and because 
the tests, the measured weight 
from the scaled-down values of 
o 
1 forward to 1 rearward 
1 low to 1 high 
1 low to 1 high 
o 
The accuracy of measuring the weight and mass distribution of the 
model is believed to be within the following limits: 
Weight, percent . 
Center of gravity, percent c 
Moments of inertia, percent . 
The controls were set with an accuracy of ±lo. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
:!::l 
:!::l 
±5 
Tests were made by comparing the effects of spoiler-slot-deflector 
lateral controls and ailerons. Two lateral-control configurations 
(A and B) employing spoilers and deflectors were investigated (figs. 2 
and 3). The tests included the spoiler alone with and without a wing 
slot, the deflector alone with and without a wing slot, and a spoiler-
slot-deflector combination. Configuration B was also investigated with 
a spoiler-slot-deflector combination with the chord of the spoiler and 
deflector equal to that of configuration A. Mass characteristics and 
mass parameters for the loading condition tested are presented in 
table II. 
The control settings (measured perpendicular to the hinge lines) 
used for the investigation were: 
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Rudder, deg . 
Elevator, deg . 
Ailerons, deg 
Spoilers, deg 
Deflectors, deg . 
CONFillENTIAL 7 
30 right or neutral 
30 up 
. 20 up, 20 down, or neutral 
. . . . . 55 up or neutral 
..• 55 down, 27.5 down, or neutral 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the investigation are presented in charts 1 and 2. 
The model data are presented in terms of the full-scale airplane values 
and are arbitrarily presented in terms of right-hand spins. Only 
elevator-up spins were investigated. 
Effect of ailerons.- In order to provide a basis for the evaluation 
of the results with combinations of spoilers, slots, and deflectors, a 
series of spins were conducted in which ailerons were used as the lateral-
control device. As has been stated previously, the rudder was neutral-
ized for the recovery attempts rather than being reversed fully in order 
to accentuate the effect of the lateral controls. The data presented at 
the top of charts 1 and 2 indicate that setting the ailerons full with 
the spin was favorable and resulted in rapid recoveries by rudder move-
ment to neutral, whereas with ailerons set to neutral or against the 
spin either the model was very slow in recovering or did not recover. 
This aileron effect is consistent with the information presented in 
reference 1 for airplane types represented by the models which have 
the mass largely distributed within the fuselage. 
Spoiler-slot-deflector configurations A.- The results of tests with 
the spoiler-slot-deflector configurations A are presented in chart 1. 
This configuration gave good recoveries, comparable with those obtained 
with the ailerons. The control deflection required was such that it 
gave rolling moment against the spin (stick left in a right spin) in 
contrast to the aileron recoveries which required ailerons with the 
spin (stick right in a right spin). Various combinations of component 
positions were tried to determine their relative effectiveness. It was 
found that decreasing the projection of the under-surface deflector 
reduced the recovery effectiveness although good recoverie.s were 
generally obtained with the deflector projection cut to one-half the 
spoiler projection. No combination was effective unless it included 
deflection of the under-surface deflector. On the other hand, extension 
of the under-surface deflector by itself without the slot or the upper-
surface spoiler gave good recoveries. It is therefore evident that 
substantially the entire effectiveness stemmed from the projection of 
the under-surface deflector. 
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As is indicated in chart 1, the effect of the deflectors is 
opposite to that produced by the ailerons in that stick right in a 
right spin was favorable when ailerons were used as the lateral controls 
(ailerons with the spin) whereas stick left in a right spin was favorable 
when deflectors were used for lateral control. It appears that the 
primary contribution of ailerons deflected with the spin is a rolling 
moment in the direction of the spin; this rolling moment, in turn, causes 
a decrease in the pro-spin, inertia yawing moment for an airplane having 
a large percentage of mass distributed within the fuselage (refs. 1 and 6) . 
In addition to the rolling moment, the unpublished results of tests have 
indicated that the ailerons deflected with the spin also produce an aero-
dynamic antispin yawing moment which aids recovery. Unpublished spin-
balance test results indicate that the effectiveness of the deflector in 
terminating the high-angle-of-attack spins a ttained by the present model 
is attributable to the antispin yawing moment produced when the deflector 
is projected on the outboard wing (left wing in a right spin). 
Spoiler-slot~deflector configurations B.- In order to simulate more 
closely the spoilers and deflectors used in the investigation reported 
in reference 2 for which force data were available, spoiler-slot-deflector 
configurations B were investigated on the model and the results of these 
tests are presented in chart 2. The same general trends were exhibited as 
for configurations A, but the effectiveness of the complete configuration 
was adversely affected by its more forward location and the recoveries 
were not satisfactory. The addition of the spoiler to the deflector-slot 
combinations of configurations B had an adverse effect on the recoveries 
as is shown on chart 2. 
Brief tests were made with the spoiler and deflector surfaces of 
configuration B modified by increasing the chord to a constant dimension 
equal to that of configuration A. The dimensional characteristics of the 
slot were unchanged and the same angular deflection was used. This 
arrangement did not improve the effectiveness of the spoiler-slot-
deflector combination. 
Unpublished force-test results have indicated that spoiler-slot-
deflector configuration A was more effective than configuration B because 
of chordwise positioning: the unpublished results indicate that a con-
figuration similar to configurat ion A provided large antispin yawing 
moments when the spoiler and the deflector were projected on the outboard 
wing (left wing in a right spin), whereas the yawing moments produced by 
a configuration similar to configuration B were small, particularly for 
angles of attack corresponding to the spinning attitude of the present 
model. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For t he contemporary swept-wing fighter investigated, t he ailerons 
used as lat eral controls were effect ive in assisting recovery from t he 
spin when deflec t ed wi t h the spin (stick right in a right spin). A 
spoiler-slot -deflect or lateral-control arrangement, locat ed about 
70 percent of t he chord back of t he wing leading edge, was effective 
when t he combinat ion was deflected agains t the spin (stick left in a 
right spin), but a similar arrangement located about 50 percent of the 
chord back of t he wing leading edge was ineffective. Apparently, the 
effec t iveness of any proposed spoiler-slot -deflect or configuration will 
have t o be evaluated for each configuration. The under-surface deflector 
was apparently the effective component of the spoiler-slot -deflector 
combination. Upper-surface spoilers alone or in combinat ion with a slot 
offered li t tle assistance in terminating spins. 
Langley Aeronaut ical Laborat ory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., August 30, 1954. 
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TABLE I 
DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SWEPT-WING FIGHTER 
AIRPLANE REPRESENTED BY :4' -SCALE MODEL 
length, overall, ft . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . 
Wing: 
Span, ft . . . . 
Area, sq f t 
Incidence, deg 
Dihedral, deg . . . . . 
Aspect rat io 
Taper rat io 
Leading edge c, rearward from leading edge of wing a t 
t he root , f t . • • . . 
c, ft • • . . . . . . . 
Sweepback a t 25-percent chord, deg 
Airfoil sec t ion . . . . . . . 
Ailerons: 
Span, ft each (parallel to Y-axis) . . 
Horizontal tail: 
Span, f t . . . . . . • . . . . 
Total area, sq f t . . . . . • 
Sweepback a t 25-percent chord, deg . 
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37.14 
34.50 
300 
o 
o 
4 
0·5 
6.01 
8.94 
35 
NACA 64AOIO 
3.66 
10.84 
41.17 
35 
(") 
~ 
H 
i 
8 
~ 
t-< Weight, 
lb 
20,872 
TABLE II 
MASS CHARACTERISTICS AND lNERTIA PARAMETERS FOR 
AIRPLANE REPRESENTED BY 2~ - SCALE MODEL 
[Model values converted to corresponding full-scale values; moments 
of inertia given about the center of gravity] 
Center-of-gravity Relative density, Moments of inertia, 
slug-ft2 
Mass parameters 
location ~ 
Sea 15,000 
x/c z/c level ft Ix Iy I Z IX _ Iy 
Iy _ I z I Z _ IX 
mb2 mb2 mb2 
26.;2 41.84 14,712 4;,765 -4 -164 X 10-4 377 x 10-4 0.225 -0.009 31,1;; -213 x 10 
" 
I 
~ 
(") 
~ 
i 
~ 
~ (") 
» 
~ 
-s; 
+=" 
H 
t: 
" 
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CHART 1.- COMPARISON OF SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL WITH 
AILERONS AND WITH sPOtLER-SLOT-tEFLECTOR CONFIGURATIONS A INSTALLED 
[Test conditions as follows : Right erect spins; elevator full up; recovery attempted by rapid rudder neutralization Wlless 
otherwise indicated (recovery attempted rrom and steady spin data presented for rudder- tull-with spin); lateral control 
arrangement as IndIcated] 
Lateral-control 
ar rangement 
Trailing - edge 
ailerons 
/ 
--E-____ -_~ 
Spoiler on 
unslotted wlng 
Spoller-alot 
comblnat1on 
-E= . --::===--
7 
Deflec tor on 
unslotted wing 
Deflector-slot 
combination 
Spoller -slo t-derlec tor 
combination 
Derlector projection 
equal to spoiler prOjection 
Spoiler - slot-detlec tor 
combination 
Max.1mum spoiler projectlon 
Deflector prOjection 
equal to one-half spoiler 
projection 
aOscillatory spin, range ot v 
bNo- spin condi tion also obser 
cVisual estimate. 
64 lOU 66 70 79 90 20 
229 P·~7 
La teral controls 24~ Lateral controls tull agaJ,nst 0 . ~2 run with 257 \ Stick left} 270 (Stick r i ght 
> 7. 
-
~. 5, ~ 
~, lOU 6D 
Spoller projected on left wing 5poller pro jected on r1..nt w1n ... 
251 0.~1 276 
>~. >5 
270 
~04 
SpoIler projected. on lett .1n~ Sooller oro 1ected on r i.llht wina 
~. 4 
b 
Detlector projected 
~26 ~tlector project.dOlL~li1't ~ on r il7ht win~ 
~, ~, It 
,))eflector projected on lett winszr1 Def~~C ~~~~r:l~~ ted 
NO SPIN 
a 
52 ~~ Detlec tor and. spoiler 71 p~~~;~~!~r O:~l~i;~~ >~26 projected on lett wing 266 o. 
~, ~, 
. C1 c, 
1 1 1 1,1.14,1~ 
276 p~~~~~;~r o~n~e~r;~~~ D~~!~~!~r o~~l:h~i;~~.Il 
~' a' 21 2" 
a 
alues given. Kodel values (dog) 
ved. converted to correspondin(l V 
full-scale values. ( fps) 
neutrali za tion and simultaneous U inner wing up 
b 
>~26 
~, 1, ~ 
a 
5 1~ 5 
m 0.28 
~. 5~ 
5' 6u 
5 9D 
26 0 ·30 28 
>5. >7 
a 
60 llU 
72 SO 
~M 0 · 36 
5,>7~. >8 
a 
~t &J 90 
24~ 0 · 3~ 270 
>4, ,.8, ~ 
a 
~; 6u 60 
26~ 
28~ 0.~2 
>6, .,.. 
a 
~~ 4u 4D 
275 0.29 290 
>~, >~ 
% (deg) 
11. (rp.) 
dRecovery attempted by rudder 
deflection or spotler and detlector to full against apin. 0 inner w1 ng down Turns tor 
recovery 
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CHA RT 2. - CO!!PARISOtl OF SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARI. CTERISTICS CF THE ~O DEL nTR 
AILERONS AND ;':ITH SPOILER-SLOT- lEF'LECTOR CONFI URATIONS B IlISTALLED 
rTest conditions 8S follows: Right erect spins; elevator full up; recovery attempted by rapid rudder neutralization 
(reco very. attempted from and steady-spin data presented for rudder-full-with spin); lateral control arrangement as 
indicated] 
La teral- control 
arrangement 
Tralll ng- edge 
ailerons 
Spoller on 
unslotted wlng 
Spoller-slot 
camb1na ticn 
--~--'-------r-~ I 
De.flector on 
unslotted " ing 
Det1ec tor - s lot 
combination 
Spoller-s lot -detlec tor 
comb.ina tion 
Spoiler - slot - det lector 
eombina t10n 
Chord ot spoiler and deflector 
equal to chord for 
configuration A 
64 100 
79 90 
229 p . 37 257 
>7. 00 
a 
~~ 100 4D 
~t p·31 
5&. ~ 
a c 
61 au 
65 8D 
236 0·36 290 
> 7. >8 
~~g 
a 
52 40 
55 0 
~I p . ~O 
~, 2ft. 3 
a 
56 au 
74 90 
257 0·39 
> 8, >B! 
a Q 
58 lOU 
72 90 
260 0 . ~8 
stt,~,9Jt 
aOscillatory spin, range of values given. 
bNo_spin condition also observed . 
c'Nanderlng spin. 
dVisual estimate. 
t6 ro 
Lateral controls 
243 0 . 32 La t~~i :f~~rols Cull •• aln.t 
\Stick leCt I 270 (Stick rlght) 
4ft. 5. ~ 
Spoller projected on lett wln~ 
Spoller oro ected on left .lnR. 
--Deflector projected on le.rt 1I'1n 
.-Deflector pr ojected on le.tt win 
~~~ }:~ ~~~ ~~ l:~~\;~~~ 
~~~~:~~~~ ~~d l:~~i!~~~ 
ipol1er projected 00 r ight .. lng 
Soo1Ier oro ected on r lRht wlnp; , 
Deflec tor pr ojec ted 
on rlght " lng 
Deflec tor projec ted 
on right wing 
Deflector and spoiler 
oro ected on riaht "inll 
,Nodol values 
converted to 
corresponding 
fu l l-scale values. 
IJ inner wlng up 
o inneI' wlng down 
Q (deg) 
V (Cps) 
b 
32E 
ft. 1. 1ft 
~ lOU 12D 
m 0.30 
> 3ft. >4 
a 
51 4u 
54 2D 
270 
304 0.29 
I" " > 6. >6 
d 
52 
58 
4u 
4D 
257 0·31 290 
>8, 00 
a 
60 9U 
66 50 
243 o. ~3 270 
> 7. > 7 
50 zg 55 
257 O.~O 290 
>4&, >~ 
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Figure 1 .- Three -view drawing of assumed 1/24- sca1e model used in 
investigation. 
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Figure 2. - Spoiler-slat-deflector configurations A investigated on model. 
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Figure 3.- Spoiler-slot-deflector configurat ions B investigated on model. 
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Figure 4 . - The model spinning in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel . 
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